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Flat Moon are a Leeds based band who have recently signed

to Monomyth Records. The guys have been making waves

in around the northern music scene for the past couple of

years. Their blend of complex funk with psychedelic

undertones makes them stand out from the boring

monotony of the run of the mill 5 piece lad band. Flat Moon

will astonish you and leave you wanting more...much more!

To say that Demise is a powerhouse of a production is

putting it mildly. The song takes the listener on a journey

through a half forgotten dream taking place in a sleazy yet

sophisticated night club situated somewhere in the

background of the west side story stage set. In the blink of

an eye you are transported into a realm of Bootsy Collins

bass licks punctuated by the effortless backing vocals of Lily

Kaye and then back into the relative calmness of the Sinatra

esque intro section. Now these tropes may sound dated but

this track is definitely modern both in style and execution. If

this is the beginning of Flat Moon’s journey with Monomyth

Records then we can’t wait to hear what’s next.

‘Demise’ is our best tune to date, and is an excellent display

of the genre fluidity we strive for in our music. The song

starts with an air of mystique and melancholy, with pensive

lyricism, before erupting into a segment of molten hot

funk. Classic Flat Moon. From the bleak empty streets, to

the front row at a gig, ‘Demise’ is not only a musical

journey, but a near biblical experience.
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